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SCOZZAFAVA:  We’ll call the Finance meeting to order.  Our County Clerk, Joe Provoncha has 
been excused so we’ll go to Auditor’s office, Laurie.  Good morning. 
 
DeZALIA:  Good morning.  So everyone has the report that was emailed for the month of June.  
If you have any questions on that I’d be happy to answer them but first of all I’d like to thank you 
all for your support and your confidence in my appointment to Brenda’s position when she 
retires.  She’s got a lot of knowledge in her head going out the door at 32 years so we’ve been 
trying to transition, put everything in writing, we’ve been preparing procedures.  We have a 
senior account clerk that we stole from the Public Health Department who has been a great 
asset to our department.  I think she’s going to do very well.  She’s a very smart girl, Laura 
Carson. So I think we’re transitioning fine and we’re trying to work Brenda out of her job by the 
time she leaves. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions?  If not, thank you. 
 
DeZALIA:  Thank you all. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  What I’m going to do Steve is I’m going to go through the department heads 
then we’ll have North Country Community last.  Okay, Treasurer Mr. Diskin. 
 

************************ 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Treasurer’s Office with Mike Diskin reporting as 
follows: 
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DISKIN:  We’ll start with something that’s not on the agenda right now and I want to quickly 
cover where we are at with our foreclosure auction.  The order has been submitted to the court.  
We have not gotten, I don’t believe we’ve gotten an order unless it was this morning? 
 
MANNING: I expect it this week. 
 
DISKIN:  Yes, but it’s not here yet.  Knowing that and the auction date tentatively set for August 
2, that’s going to be like ten days and it’s not going to give us much time to do an auction.  We 
will only be able to get signed up, brochures printed in that time for the auction company so I 
talked with the auction company on Friday their next available date is August 30 so it looks like 
we are going to move it to August 30 which is probably good because it’s going to give us some 
time to get our adequate advertising out, give them adequate time to get the brochures printed, 
the signs out and people to look at the properties and do it so we don’t have a rush job on it so 
we’re going to move it to August 30, but it will still be in the same location.  Any questions? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Any questions? 
 
MONTY:  What are our numbers Mike for that auction? 
 
DISKIN:  It looks like at this point we’ve got 97 between the two years. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
DISKIN: There’s actually 11 time shares in there which as you remember we pull out and sell to 
the time share association for the amount of taxes deeded to them so taking that out takes us 
down to 97 properties which is a nice size auction, it won’t take that long to do but it is a good 
size auction to attract people to. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Mike I have a few properties in my town that I just discussed a little bit with Mr. 
Manning.  I’m going to take photos, catalog them they were bought in the last tax sale, the tax 
sale previous to that the owners have done nothing with them, they are not at the foreclosure 
point yet but I certainly think that they should be banned from bidding on any property in any 
county auction because they buy them and they just sit there and do nothing with them. 
 
DISKIN:  I don’t know. We would have to write it in the terms and conditions. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: That’s what I’m looking to do and it’s not just in my town a lot of these people 
buying at these auctions are buying properties in Ticonderoga, Moriah, Chesterfield, different 
areas and you know we’ve just got to put a stop to it. 
 
DISKIN: It maybe something that we can write into the terms and conditions if they have x 
number of days or months or whatever to get it up and out of code violations and then it would 
be up to the individual towns to make sure those violations were taken care of. If they weren’t 
then they would sign something saying if they were not done within that time they are not 
allowed to buy anymore property but that’s something we can work into the term of the next 
auction. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you. 
 
POLITI:  What are they doing with them Tom? 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  Nothing.  Some of it has to do with the prior discussion on the asbestos, they 
buy them –  
 
POLITI:  Do they try to resell them? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: They want to go in and do work on them the problem is the Department of 
Labor says you can’t touch them until you spend all this money to determine if there’s asbestos 
in them the old, Nuway Laundry is a prime example which was purchased by Will Deyo who had 
every intention of doing good things with that building and the Department of Labor went in and 
shut him down completely because there was some asbestos in the floor tiles and a little bit in 
the joint compound on the old sheet rock which is going to cost him almost $50,000 to take care 
of that issue. 
 
DISKIN: At that point, if I can just comment on it these people are going to walk away from 
these properties, they are just not going to pay them and then we’re going to get them back.  
The problem is does the county want to take them back?  If you don’t take them back they just 
sit in the owner’s name and elevate taxes forever so it’s kind of a Catch 22 what you do with 
these properties. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Well it’s not a Catch 22 because what’s going to happen and I mean I’ve had 
this discussion earlier.  I’ve had numerous discussions with the Department of Labor, Senator 
Little, the Governor’s Office you know as a county supervisor can I support the county taking 
these properties where we know, or can I support local tax dollars to take these properties down 
which you could never afford to do.  So the bottom line is these properties will sit there in limbo 
forever I’m it’s just, you can file liens against them you can you know it’s not going to do any 
good you’re not going to get blood from a stone. 
 
DISKIN: If the county never takes it back into title it’s just going to sit there and accumulate 
taxes year over year over year though. The problem is we will be paying the towns out and the 
county is going to be holding the money out because the towns are going to be made whole 
each year with these dead properties. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Well it’s not even so much as being made whole the problem is these 
properties are in neighborhoods that are taking away from the entire neighborhood because you 
can’t do anything with them. I’m going to try and get a representative here from the Department 
of Labor maybe our Chairman; Mr. Preston can help us do that. There has got to be some kind 
of a solution here to this problem because it’s huge. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Dan what is the average cost of disposing of an asbestos residence? 
 
PALMER:  The buyout properties down in Jay in particular had a number of those buildings that 
were residential size buildings that were determined unsafe to enter. When you have a building 
that has asbestos in it that’s unsafe to enter you have to treat the whole building as asbestos 
waste. They were running us around $25,000 to take down and truck the whole building away 
so typically on a residential home you’re looking at that twenty-five to thirty thousand dollar 
range to say okay, the whole building is asbestos we need to take it down and dispose of it that 
way. When you start to get into commercial properties though that changes significantly 
because the buildings get bigger and the waste gets much larger but a typical residential is 
probably in that $25,000 to $30,000 range. 
 
GILLILLAND:  I’m just trying to get an order of magnitude.   
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SCOZZAFAVA: And the laws are really conflicting because if you are occupying this residence 
okay and you decide I’m going to tear a couple rooms off and put an addition on, you don’t need 
to go through any of this asbestos stuff you can put the stuff out on your curb, in a garbage bag 
and they’ll come and pick it up but once that building has been abandon with no one living in it 
the rules of the game change completely and it’s not only for abandon properties you also have 
the issue of buildings that had fires in them that sit there now with burned out shells that you 
can’t do anything with. 
 
PALMER: Again, because once they become unsafe to enter irrespectable whether they have 
asbestos or not you have to assume they have asbestos because nobody can get in to do an 
asbestos assessment because the building is unsafe to enter and once it’s unsafe to enter you 
have to assume the whole building is asbestos. 
 
MONTY:  So I know the municipalities can’t move them but if the person that owns that wanted 
to take that building down and bury it on their own property? 
 
PALMER: Those rules are changing too that’s the change that’s occurring within the asbestos 
rules is that typically in the past that was okay but it’s not anymore the State is looking at 
revising those to include the requirement for private individuals to have to be treated the same. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So we will try to get someone here from the Department of Labor and they are 
saying, but we are enforcing EPA regulations but a lot of those regulations after some research 
into it aren’t all necessarily EPA a lot of them are New York State. 
 
DISKIN: One of the problems going forward if you want to look at these as we start to foreclose 
on properties it’s almost incumbent on the county to go out and inspect them to see if we want 
to take them.  We are going to have to start looking at these properties because we’re going to 
end up with a property, an abandon property and all of a sudden it’s an asbestos issue and the 
county is going to be on the hook to pay it because we now own it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any house that was built prior to 1976 you’re going to have asbestos. 
 
DISKIN: Sure. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  That’s a given and you’re going to have lead paint and you’re going to have – 
 
DISKIN: Whether it’s in the tiles or – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Everybody in this room probably lives in a house with all those issues. 
 
MANNING:  I agree with you on the inspections but we can’t even get into the building until we 
own it. 
 
DISKIN:  The problem is we can’t get in the buildings until we own it so – 
 
POLITI: I think that’s a good point because the county wouldn’t take the properties, they won’t 
necessarily improve the neighborhoods but the liability issue the burden of the liability remains 
with the owner and not with the county or town but if the title is still in the owner’s name with an 
asbestos problem they’ve got an issue. 
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PALMER:  That’s true but the problem for the county is that the taxes continue to accumulate on 
the property and the county makes the towns whole so the county regardless ends up paying 
the taxes on these properties when people don’t pay their taxes on them so – 
 
DISKIN: They are still the taxpayers whether it’s county taxes or town taxes there still the 
taxpayer that is on the hook for this the other taxpayers. 
 
PALMER: Ultimately. 
 
DISKIN:  Ultimately yes. 
 
GILLILLAND:  If the town were to go up against the building based upon the dangerous building 
law, the local law and drop a building because its in bad shape because there is rodents or 
unstableness and things like that and then pass the bill onto the owner for its removal $25,000, 
which we would probably never you never recoup that from the owner but then the lot would 
essentially be safe and then could be auctioned and the money is returned to the town.  Is that 
right? 
 
MANNING:  No the auction will cut off, if there is liens on the property once you do a foreclosure 
preceding all the liens are cut off. 
 
GILLILLNG:  But let’s say the town takes the initiative of taking one of these zombie properties 
and goes and drops it because it is enforcing dangerous building law couldn’t the county then 
once it is sold as State property reimburse the towns? 
 
MANNING: Yes we could.  We have a resolution already in place on that if we make enough 
money we do have a resolution in place. 
 
PALMER: Or we could just agree that whatever we make in the auction we would give to the 
town toward their cost.  I think ultimately that maybe the best solution is that once these 
properties are condemned and torn down then we just, they are going to be a more marketable 
property once they’re cleaned up then they are the way they currently sit. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So you’re saying after the county forecloses on them that the town does a 
condemnation proceeding? 
 
PALMER:  No. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  No? 
 
GILLILLAND:  I mean I’ve got several condemned buildings in my town so if I drop it, that 
building - 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  And I used that scenario with the Department of Labor you know what they told 
me?  My next stop would be in front of the Attorney General because you can’t; even if you 
declare a State of Emergency and your town boards as you know is your board of health you 
still can’t circumvent the asbestos rules. 
 
GILLILLAND:  I’m not circumventing them.  I’m consuming a $25,000 cost to drop it and haul it 
away, the county has to absorb that and that would go on the tax bill, it probably will never be 
paid or a lien against the property that probably would never be paid so then the next step is it 
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will go through county auction what I’m saying is if it goes to county auction and it’s auctioned 
off we’ll probably get some revenue out of it can the town be reimbursed by the county? 
 
MANNING: We have a resolution in place. We passed a resolution like four years ago. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: And the one area that I haven’t had a chance to look into and I wanted to talk to 
Alan Hipps is that if the county can go after a HUD grant which you can get up to $600,000 to 
help elevate some of these issues in some of these towns because it certainly you know if you 
could possibly renovate some of these buildings or get them down at least and develop a lot 
there again and even if a community can go after monies for this purpose. 
 
MONTY:  I kind of like Shaun’s thought because then you’re making that property more 
appealing and then somebody might bid on it and take it, put it back on the tax rolls as a vacant 
lot then they may decide to build on it and do something. 
 
MANNING:  We agreed that we would pay up to whatever we get in the tax sale and you may 
put $25,000 into it and may only get eleven, you would get the eleven. 
 
POLITI:  Dan I don’t want to cause this situation on taxes not being paid.  There are situations 
with someone paying their taxes you have a health and safety issue with the property and 
tearing it down and you have to pay $25,000, you can’t get the money for it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  You can put it on their tax bill but the county is not going to pay it. 
 
POLITI: I understand that. I don’t think you can put it on the tax bill? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: You can. 
 
MANNING:  Well you can put it on the physical bill but – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  The County is not obligated to pay it on the warrant. 
 
PALMER:  Right we wouldn’t have to reimburse you on the warrant. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay Michael what else. 
 
DISKIN:  Just one other question and this was kind of directed to Dan Manning.  As we were 
talking here I seem to recall there was something in Real Property Law concerning the County 
being able to take temporary custody of a property in order to inspect it before we take 
foreclosure on it?  Is there anything you recall on that?  Somewhere I heard that. 
 
MANNING:  I don’t but I can look it up. 
 
DISKIN: Somewhere I heard that.  I heard in other counties something to that effect but there’s 
something in Real Property that allows you take temporary possession without actually 
foreclosing on it.  If that’s possible then that might be a solution. 
Okay I want to start with sales tax and when I gave you the report we didn’t have the second 
check for the month of July in.  Our first part of the month was up and the year continues to be 
up over last year by about $400,000.  We did get our second check the end of last week and 
that was also an increase although not a lot, it was about another $48,000 so where we stand 
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now in cash that we received since January 1 at $453,000 more than last year so we’re in a plus 
situation we are up about a little over 3%, 3.25% at least in the positive for this part of the year. 
On the occupancy again we had a good strong June.  We were up a little over $30,000 from the 
year before and we continue to see that as part of the collecting of rental property and so on 
increased a lot to date we are about $215,500 over last year. 
The only other things I have on here are my expense and revenue reports for the month and 
cash flow if anybody has any questions on them? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Any questions?  If not, thank you Mike. 
 

************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the County Manager, Dan Palmer reporting as follows: 
 
PALMER:  I didn’t have anything in particular although the appraisal did come back on the 
Lewis Building the Jehovah Witness building.  I’m not going to ask you to do anything with it 
right now. I’ll put a report together in the next week or so and get it out to you and you can 
maybe do some consideration at Ways & Means for that.  Other than that we’ve got the shared 
service panel meeting coming up on Monday the 24th that’s our first session of the shared panel.  
We’ll see how that goes.  It’s the mandatory members which is the eighteen towns, myself as 
the Chair and the Village Mayor will be attending. It’s really an initial discussion to talk about any 
possibilities or what we want to do moving forward. 
The other thing is we do have contract negotiations going on both with the General Unit and the 
Sheriff’s Unit so we are kind of spread a little thin right now but we are working on both of those 
contract negotiations so that’s really it. Other than that I’ll answer any questions anybody may 
have. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions for Dan? 
 

**************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Real Property Tax Department with Charli Lewis 
reporting as follows: 
 
LEWIS:  Good morning.  Our Board of Assessment Reviews finished all of their work and turned 
their work into us for the final assessment role which was filed in your towns for July 1st.  There 
were 526 complaints, 165 of those were stipulations where the taxpayer sat down with the 
assessor and reached an agreement, 147 of those were Board of Assessment review 
reductions and 214 had no change.  That represents the complaints and stipulations represents 
about 1.33% of the total parcels in our county that were complained on. 
The final assessment roles I said were filed in your towns July 1st.  We have posted those to our 
website each of your towns should have a link to our website that’s part of the cyclical 
reassessment plan that the towns are in and we did update and trans to.  We still need to 
update our GIS website and the new Pictometry with that information but all in all we had an 
increase of $61.6 million in taxable value and $41.5 million of that was new construction, 
physical changes. 
Pictometry – as you know the flight is done.  It’s been delivered and it is viewable on the 
Pictometry site that we use eternally and in your towns and stuff.  I’m getting back some great 
feedback on that.  The images look really good.  Tree cover doesn’t seem to have been a 
problem so we’re really pleased with that. The only piece that we’re waiting for at this point is 
the change finder and that’s where we are comparing building footprints from the last time it was 
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flown to now to see where the changes have been. We’ve done a lot of data collection in that 
time in between but we’ll be looking at everything to make sure that everything has been 
captured in that time and as soon as we receive that we’re going to be setting up training for all 
of our Assessors, Code Officers, anybody who is interested in updated training and then of 
course the new training on the change finder and how to use it. 
The only other thing I have is I just wanted to touch on GIS a little bit as you know GIS is 
through the Real Property Department here for the county and we hosted as ESRY came here 
and did a presentation for all the department heads just kind of a get to know GIS and what it 
can do for you in general.  We’re going to be having, we had quite a few departments show up 
and I’ve reached to others ESRY is going to come back and we’re going to be going to each 
department that is interested and they are going to be showing them exactly what it can do for 
their department.  What we’re looking to do is looking at Government efficient, asset 
management, making sure that there is sharing of information between departments, how it can 
benefit your towns certainly and getting out real time information to the public road closures, any 
disasters that we have.  We are looking to really implement GIS and get it working better for us. 
An example I like to use the Highway Department because they have so many assets out there 
in our county from bridges, to culverts to road signs and putting this technology, collecting it 
geographically where it’s positioned and getting that information out to their work crews through 
the use of a tablet you know, where they can say look, we’ve got a problem with this bridge 
here, we need you to look at it, this culvert has collapsed we need you to look at it, it’s going to 
be an intensive task to data collect all of this information to begin with to geographically locate it. 
Right now they’re using a lot of paper where if we can do this with GIS and push it out to a 
website just a couple of weekends ago they had three roads wash out over the weekend to be 
able to get that information out to the public in real time and say this road is closed, this is 
exactly where it’s closed.  I think it can be a great tool for our county.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions for Charli? 
 
POLITI: I want to ask Dan this question just expanding on what Charli was just talking about 
considering right now in North Elba an online program which would notify all residents and 
tourists of issues that maybe occurring in the community at any given time.  Do we have that 
program here in the county now and if we do are towns able to piggyback off of them? 
 
PALMER: We don’t specifically have a program now that I’m aware of. 
 
POLITI: With all of these power outages and so forth or wash out of roads and so forth it seems 
to me it would be beneficial for the county to have such a program that all towns utilize. 
 
PALMER:  Are you talking about her program? 
 
POLITI: No this is an expansion. I think her program just identifies on the GIS maps where they 
are located. 
 
LEWIS: But it also has what we call attributes, associated data so if someone were to click on 
that location it would give them data about what’s going on there in that location. 
 
POLITI: Yeah in that location but I’m just talking about in general an alert system. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I think we have something.  I know if I have a water break in any specific area 
that 911 notifies, they do a dialing system where they call into these residences. 
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POLITI: No this is an email system that emails all residence that sign up so everyone gets an 
email alert. 
 
PALMER:  An email or text message. 
 
POLITI: Yes it’s perfect for like the power outages.  The power outage is going to be six hours 
there’s an email sent out to everyone giving everyone the status of – 
 
PALMER:  You can do that on our website Mike Brenish has written a program specifically on 
the website that allows you to sign up for email or text notifications on any notifications that may 
be sent though that website.  It’s not set up for all the towns but it doesn’t mean it can’t be but if 
you go to our website you can sign up to these notifications and it will send you an email or a 
text message when something occurs. 
 
POLITI:  Well tell him the Village; I’m looking at it now.  I think the cost is about $5,000.00 for 
our community but I would think it important for the county and all communities. 
 
PALMER: Yeah I will look at it. 
 
MONTY:  I would agree Roby especially when your phones have been out for three weeks. 
 
POLITI:  Exactly and it would tell people what is happening. 
 
MONTY: Is that something that would go through emergency services? 
 
PALMER: Yes but I think it is controlled right now through our website; you can do it through our 
website. 
 
MONTY:  They could maybe do a portal. 
 
PALMER: Yes absolutely. 
 
POLITI: I think Shaun is right it is an ideal shared service.  If you ask my opinion that is what we 
are supposed to be doing. 
 
McNALLY:  I know some of the schools have it set up so if there is a school closure a robo call 
goes out to everybody in the district to let them know that school is closed and that sometimes 
is a better way. 
 
POLITI:  We had a power outage and I’m sure every other town has this I mean we received 
hundreds of phone calls the fire department answering the phone every five seconds how long 
is the outage going to be?  This is to me is ideal.  This is a way so they don’t have to answer 
those phone calls because everyone is getting the information.  We really should be providing it 
to everyone. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I agree. 
 
GIORDANO:  What is the name of the company? We went through this this last year and Bolton 
Landing they have a company – 
 
POLITI: I think that is the company. 
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GIORDANO:  $5,000 to process and it works normally with a telephone or a mobile phone. 
 
POLITI: I think that’s it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay anything else Charli? 
 
LEWIS: No that’s it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you.  Okay at this time I’d like to introduce Dr. Tyrell who is here talk 
about the 2017-18 North Country Community College proposed budget.  Good morning. 
 
TYRELL: Good morning thank you. Thank you all for taking time to meet with us this morning.  
I’d like to introduce a few people before we get into our remarks.  Bob Farmer is up here with 
me and he is the Vice-President of Administration.  The person who is handing out a packet of 
information to all of you earlier on the break is Stacie Hurwitch who is our Executive Assistant to 
the President.  The packet has four items in it the proposed ’17-’18 budget, the NCCAP College 
proposed tentative agreement that was approved by our board in the end of May and it has 
some information in there regarding enrollment and what is going on in the two counties which I 
will talk a little bit about in my remarks and there is one sheet in there on the return on 
investment and the economic impact in the counties for the college operating in the North 
Country region $47 million dollars so that’s what you have in that material that Stacie handed 
out for us.  Besides Stacie, Tara Smith is here.  Tara is the Director of Human Resources and 
Ericka Moody who manages our payroll and benefits the NCCAP College contract is in your 
packets so if there are any questions this morning about that document.  We sent them up to 
the counties the beginning of June.  Don Paulson, Don is a retired faculty member he’s joined 
us at a number of county meetings.  He is our graphic design faculty member, manages our 
webpages at the college, has served for many years on long range planning and budget and 
strategic planning and was former President of the NCCAP union so thank you all for being here 
this morning. 
We want to share with you the proposed ’17 –’18 budget and as well as answer any questions 
you might have about the collective bargaining agreement between the faculty, union and the 
college but before we do so I want to share a few remarks with you regarding some things that 
we’ve seen over the last year.  One thing that has happened for the college, you’ll hear my 
remarks in a moment something called the Second Chance Pell program and I mentioned this 
last year when I was here we just got the grant at the time.  The Second Chance Pell program 
allows the college to go back and do education with people who are about to be released from 
prison in about five years and put them into associate degree programs where they can find 
gainful employment afterwards.  The recidivism rates for people who complete those associates 
degree in the country is about anywhere between one and three percent depending on what 
program you look at so the return on your investment there is really positive for correctional 
facilities who work by the department with them and you may not know this but up to the 1990’s 
we were one of the largest prison education program deliverers in the State of New York. We 
now partner for prisons in the region. We are up to 160 FTE’s.  We can gain funding from it.  We 
support that.  This summer we had 130 participants in the program. 
The sheet I handed out to you the one that is stapled together, this multi-colored one shows a 
little bit about enrollment.  I’ve been here a few times where Mr. Scozzafava has asked what’s 
the enrollment of Essex County residents in North Country Community College programs and I 
had a phone call with him last week about some additional information and Mr. Scozzafava I 
have some information for you today. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  Good. 
 
TYRELL:  But you’ll see in that first chart in ’16-’17 you have 524 residents of Essex County that 
are participant in our college class on campus or in our bridge program for those who don’t 
remember our bridge program is our high school programs. We have over 1,000 students in our 
high school programs that are taking a college credit class in high school they can earn up to 30 
credits in high school before they go onto college which can save a year of college costs and 
they are paying it at a third of the rate.  So we discount their programs by 66%, you can see on 
that same page the school districts for Essex and Franklin County. Essex County the discount 
we provided this past year to students and their parents was $570,000 in discounting so that 
they can afford to take those classes at the high school level. 
We also provide scholarship to Essex and Franklin County we have been doing that for over a 
decade and you can see the number of scholarships. Anybody that has a 85 average or higher 
in high school that wants to come to North Country Community College they do not pay tuition 
so that is – we had nine students participate this year out of Essex County.  Many of our 
graduates remain working in Essex and Franklin County many of them are in nursing, criminal 
justice, tourism industry, human services, chemical dependency that’s where we see a lot of our 
graduates that remain here and the other graduates obviously go on to acquire four year degree 
program usually at Potsdam, Plattsburgh, Clarkson, Canton they try to stay in the North Country 
region which we think that’s important. 
If you look at the ’16-’17 year on the next page you’ll see a table that shows Essex and Franklin 
County and so our funding last year from Essex County was $1.24 million dollars. We had 524 
residents attending as I noted earlier. We had that $570,000 return back to some of those 
residents for the bridge program, $31,000 in scholarships attending our main campus for a total 
of $601,000 in return.  We are about 48% of what we receive from the county we return back to 
residents in the county in form of scholarships and then about 59% almost 60% of the people 
who attended North Country in those programs received some sort of benefit back from the 
college as a result and that’s just our ability to continue to support the residents of our two 
sponsoring counties and we will continue to do so. 
Last week I got a call from Mr. Scozzafava and the question that he raised which is a perennial 
question it seems is, how many people from Essex County are attending Clinton Community 
College and for the college to get that information we don’t, Clinton Community College won’t 
just give that to another college as part of that competitive market that’s out there but there is a 
way to do that.  If we can look at the certificate of residency out of the County Clerk’s office of 
every student in this county we can take that information of that student and that information 
and we can push it into something called the national clearing house on enrollment and it will 
not only tell us where every student from Essex County went but also what they were majoring 
in and that’s a critical question for us.  If they are going to Clinton Community College for 
advance manufacturing and we’re not offering it that’s not the question if they are going for the 
same degree in criminal justice that we’re offering that’s the question Mr. Scozzafava is asking 
why are they going there verses here?  When we can get that information from the counties we 
can do that. We did find out Mr. Scozzafava back in 2012-’13 we did get some data from SUNY 
and they collect every ten years and share it back out with the counties and it shows of the 
students in Essex County in 2012-’13, that attended a SUNY college, 300 of those students 
attended North Country Community College and 100 of those Essex County students attended 
Clinton Community College or about 25% and they are mostly along that northern border of 
Essex County that are attending Clinton Community College that we’ve been able to find so far.  
I think the percentage is better today. If we have 524 residents today I think that number is 
probably not 25% for Clinton is probably lower the point is we shouldn’t just know the number 
we really need to know what they are majoring in and what are we offering and are we being 
competitive? 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  It’s a critical number. I’ve harped on it for years and years because you see the 
appropriation from each county what the county contributes to support North Country 
Community College what you don’t see in here is the additional $700,000 that Essex County is 
paying to other counties because our residents are not going, they are going outside of Essex 
and Franklin Counties and on the numbers and I do appreciate all the work you’ve done on this 
but what I’m trying as we discussed, what I’m trying, how many seniors that graduated from 
Moriah are attending North Country Community College in the fall? I know this number you’re 
still taking enrollment but last year?  That seems to be an elusive number I can never pin down.  
How many are physically going to Saranac Lake or Ticonderoga and going to classes and so 
on? 
 
TYRELL: We can easily get that number.  We thought you were looking for something different 
but we have that from last year.  We can ship that out to you next week.  We know how many 
people came to our college this year as first year students from each high school. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Because you know and I do talk to a lot of the seniors and kids going to college 
and I think you’ve stated for years and I think there’s a lot of truth to it is a big part is the 
campus. 
 
TYRELL:  It’s a factor. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: It is absolutely.  Alright go ahead. 
 
TYRELL:  Thank you.  We also shared with you in the packet just to show that applications are 
up for the last three years at the institution.  Some folks know this but not everybody in the room 
knows that we’ll close the ’16-’17 year for enrollment a little over 1100 students.  We budgeted 
this year for 900 FTE’s.  The Pell program assisted us with some of those numbers but we 
actually did have an increase in enrollment from our budgeted numbers so we were budgeted 
for 900 in ’16-’17 and we came in at around 1020 so we were the only double digit increase in 
enrollment for community college out of the thirty community colleges in New York State this 
year so that’s a turn around that more people are coming to us and most people that come to us 
are from Essex and Franklin County.  We are seeing a growth in enrollment from St. Lawrence 
County but we’re still seeing those increases here so we’ll get that information to you on high 
school graduates for ’16-’17.  We’ll happily provide the ’17-’18 numbers probably about three 
weeks into the fall semester we’ll be able to firm those numbers up for you but we continue to 
hold at that number. WE will hold that 1100 for this upcoming year too, a combination of our 
ongoing efforts to bring our enrollment up and our new Pell program allows us to do so. 
Some of you seen this before we also shared with you how we’ve done with managing our fund 
balance and where we have budgeted each year, our annual budget and then where we have 
landed for closing the year out with our audit reports. We are looking at closing out the ’16-’17 
year again with a surplus and as you will see in the budget from Bob we put some of that money 
into the increased enrollment into positions that we’ve cut from two years ago a couple faculty 
positions and a couple nonteaching positions. 
The other thing I’d like to bring to your attention before I turn it over to Bob or before we talk 
about the union contract is the strategic planning process we announced last year at this time 
that we would be getting a new plan underway. The old plan of 2012 had come to a conclusion.  
A year later we are in our final stages of that. We have a meeting coming up next week and 
then we’re asking our faculty to approve the final strategic plan version at our August meeting 
and then we plan to bring it out to both counties to take a look at where we are heading for the 
next three, four, five years but in the back of your packet at least it mentions something the 
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county representatives have been interested in in the past.  If you look at expenditures for the 
upcoming years and revenues we need to continue to expand what we are doing for program 
offering to meet some of those revenue and expenditure challenges as well as maybe more 
importantly, respond to some of the programs that we had requested be added to what we are 
doing at NCCC.  You’ll see sports and events management added to the Malone campus.  We 
have a biology track being added in liberal arts in science, math and science if you don’t know 
it’s the most popular track for high school graduates across the country today is in biology.  
Adding a teacher education program. There is a shortage of teachers in New York State in our 
four year institution if they are interested in partnering with North Country add the first two years 
in that four year teacher education program even some more surgical approaches on what we 
are doing with our entrepreneur program tied to programs coming out of the BOCES systems 
and finally we’re looking at the development of a branch campus at SUNY Potsdam where they 
are people who want to go to Potsdam who get their associates from North at Potsdam, live at 
Potsdam and then continue on with your baccalaureate degree program there again these are 
initiatives that our faculty and staff have identified in our strategic plan about how we plan to 
move forward with some of our ongoing concerns about enrollment in the future.  So I’ll stop 
there and turn it over to Bob and again, also included in your packet is the NCCCAP collective 
bargaining unit.  I don’t know how you want to proceed next with that conversation so I’ll defer to 
your Mr. Scozzafava if you want to discuss that here or some other session? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Is this something that is on the table?  Have the board voted on this premium 
itself and the employees? 
 
TYRELL:  Yes it was ratified by the union in May. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So you are waiting for action by this board? 
 
TYRELL: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: And Franklin County? 
 
TYRELL:  Franklin County just acted upon it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  They did?  Okay thank you. 
 
TYRELL:  Yes, you’re welcome.  So, Bob Farmer. 
 
FARMER:  I’m just going to hand out a revised budget sheet for you to look at.  It doesn’t have 
the bottom line didn’t change but I have some highlights here that will be important to look at.  
So the ’17-’18 budget what is different about the ’17-’18 budget verses the ’16-’17 budget?  In 
front of you you can see the one page budget that we present to the counties each year.  
Highlighted in yellow are the revenue and expenses for the second chance Pell prison program 
that Steve spoke about and it was helpful for us to separate that out so that it wasn’t hidden in 
the numbers because it creates some confusion as to why some of the numbers have changed 
by a large amount.  So you can see up top there is the revenue, all the revenue for the second 
chance Pell, salaries, benefits and down below there is contractual. Contractual is made up of 
the books required to purchase for all of the inmates and travel for faculty to get to all the sites 
so imbedded in this budget is the net growth of the prison program is about $200,000 worth of 
income to the bottom line.  So having said that the total budget is a $14.5 million dollar budget.  
If you take out the second chance Pell revenue our revenue is really only up 1.1% with all of the 
revenue.  Expenses are up 3% if you take out the expenses for the second chance Pell 
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Program so pretty reasonable in our minds the reason the expenses are up 3% would have to 
do with the additions to the staff that Steve mentioned, Science and Humanities Instructor, a 
Student Activities Coordinator, a person in the business office a Senior Library Clerk, things like 
that that everyone felt was critical to move forward that we have these positions in the college. 
So that’s the reason expenses are up 3% and the contractual section without regard to the 
second chance Pell expenses I think there was actually a $100,000 reduction in expenses 
mostly due to lowering our utility expenses so with regard back up to revenue comparing to the 
’16-’17 budget, the ’16-’17 budget we had 900 FTE’s in ’17-’18 we budgeted 975 most of the 
FTE increase for ’17-’18 had to do with our bridge students that’s where the number was low 
and that’s where we increased and the related revenue to that is pretty small compared to a full 
time student.  Tuition – our regular tuition and out of state tuition was increased 2% for ’17-’18.  
Last year we had increased our tuition I believe around 4%, this year our increase has been 2%. 
Some minor changes in chargebacks as you can see a little bit of change for out of state tuition 
state aid. I’ll just mention there was a $50 increase to our state aid rate but we also had a 
reduction of $50,000 for aid to small colleges so that’s a big chunk of the $83,000 reduction in 
State aid. 
I covered the salary expense increase and contractual so I guess at this point you can see the 
bottom line is at $42,000 net deficit for the ’17-’18 year.  At this point I guess I’ll take any 
questions you have related to the budget? 
 
GILLILLAND:  Second Chance Pell are they on the chomping block in the Federal budget? 
 
TYRELL: We haven’t heard that yet but we are not planning the Second Chance Pell revenue 
and expenditures in future budget years.  We have to show it for budget approval but we don’t 
believe that.  It’s highly likely it will be there so that’s why all of our planning it’s not, in the future 
including the Second Chance Pell numbers as added into our balanced budgets in the future.  If 
you look at our five year plan you will see in year three and four out that we anticipate the 
Second Chance Program is gone and how we close any projected budget deficit at that time. 
 
GILLILLAND:  The reason for my question is do we need to reach out to our Federal 
representatives in favor of keeping the Second Chance Pell? 
 
TYRELL: We’ve talked to some folks at the State level whether we should do that or not and 
their advice right not has been to not, to not draw any attention to it as you’re looking at enacts 
to the Federal budget. 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay anything else in regards to the budget?  If not, we’ll shift to the 
agreement. So this has been ratified, I guess I was hoping for a summary.  I’m trying to go 
through this quickly but I do have a couple questions such as you know ten years as an 
employee and then you pick up 25% of the cost of their health insurance so if I go to work for 
North Country Community College, I’m 25, I get done at 35 you’re going to pick up my health 
insurance costs? For the next - I mean what’s the definition of retirement? 
 
TYRELL:  Right I’m going to ask our benefits and our HR folks to answer.  The reason why is 
every time you do a new CBA with one of the unions certain people get this and certain people 
get this each time they get grand fathered or grand mothered in so I’ll let them answer that 
question directly. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  I mean in the county and the towns there is a definition a clear definition 
retirement means you have to be drawing NYS Retirement and you have to be a certain 55 
years or older. 
 
MOODY:  Our definition is they have to be 50 years of age and they have to have worked for 
North Country for ten years.  We do not require them at this time to be taking their NYS pension 
plan. 
 
MANNING: They are not part of the NYS Local Retirement System? 
 
MOODY:  Yes. 
 
TYRELL:  They can be. 
 
MOODY:  We offer three different ones so they can be part of New York State. 
 
MONTY: So what percentage of their salary would they get? 
 
MOODY:  We don’t pay them out a percentage of their salary. They would have to go to their 
pension program and get paid out through them. We pay for their health insurance and they 
also have an option to take some life insurance. 
 
MONTY:  The college just pays it all and do they make any money on that benefit? 
 
MOODY: We do the percentages that we have to put in are governed by whichever pension 
program they belong to.  Right now ERS we have to put in I believe it’s around 18% right now 
but it changes every year and it is dependent on what tier they are in and which pension 
program they are in. 
 
MONTY:  So they are part of the New York State Retirement System? 
 
MOODY: They can be. 
 
MONTY: They can be? 
 
MOODY:  Yes. 
 
TYRELL: Not everybody is. 
 
MOODY:  Not everybody is.  You have three options when you work for us.  You can join New 
York State Teacher’s Retirement, the employee’s retirement which is the local retirement 
system or SUNY offers a SUNY optional retirement program so we have to contribute based on 
which plan they are in and which tier they are in. 
 
MONTY:  So it doesn’t matter which plan they are in the percentage is still the same for the 
health insurance? 
 
MOODY:  No.  The percentage is different like I said it depends on what tier they are in and 
which program they are in. 
 
MONTY:  So it might not necessarily be 25%? 
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MOODY:  Right. 
 
TYRELL: Correct. 
 
MONTY:  It could be more? 
 
MOODY:  No the percentage that we contribute is usually less than 25%. The 25% I think that 
he was speaking of is what we pay towards their health insurance so when somebody retires 
from us if they’ve been with us for ten years we pay 25% of their health insurance premium 
when they leave they have to pay 75%, fifteen years it’s 50-50 and then if they have been there 
for twenty years we pay 75% the employee has to pay 25% I think those are the percentages he 
was looking at in the contract. 
 
MANNING: As far as retirement General Municipal Section 92a, for those that are in the 
retirement system that choose that don’t they have to meet that threshold there where you have 
to be of retirement age under the New York State’s plan of 55 years of age?  You get to set the 
time period but don’t they have to comply with that? 
 
MOODY:  They have to comply with that through New York State but we have several 
employees who have worked other places in New York State and then come to us so it’s a 
cumulative amount of years so they can work for the Adirondack Park Agency for fifteen years 
and then come work for us for ten and you have twenty-five years in with the State. 
 
MANNING:  Right but in order to be considered to be retired and to take advantage of 
retirement I would think you would have to activate it right under 92a? 
 
MOODY:  Yes. 
 
MANNING:  So that must be different since you have different tiers of employees is it different 
for them than it would be for the other two tiers you have? 
 
MOODY:  Not for the New York State Employees or Teacher’s they are the same but for the 
SUNY ORP that is different. 
 
PALMER:  Educational Law is slightly different than the Municipal law under municipal law if you 
are a full time employee it’s mandatory that you are in the New York State Retirement System 
you don’t have a choice you have to join NYS Retirement System. Education Law sounds like 
you have options. 
 
MOODY:  You have three options. 
 
PALMER:  You can join the NYS Retirement plan or you can have other plan options. 
 
MANNING:  Does that continue after retirement the life insurance? 
 
MOODY:  Life insurance we offer two, they have two options they can take it and they pay the 
premium for that. 
 
MANNING:  So there’s no more payment by the college after they retire? 
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MOODY:  Not after they retire. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  A summary would have been nice on this.  What are the significant changes I 
mean from this to your last contract? 
 
TYRELL:  The significant changes was salary, you’ll want to know that, what they have and 
you’ll see in there is they get a half of percentage increase each year so that’s a $1,000 so what 
does that  mean?  Well let’s put those in percentage terms it’s a four year contract so 
September 1 of ’15 which has passed, through August 31, 2019, four years.  The first year no 
increase that’s a zero for the first year.  The ’16-’17 is 3.14%, ’17-’18 it’s 2.39% and ’18-’19 is 
2.35% over the course of four years it’s 2.02% increase for the year for the employees in this 
bargaining unit.   
The other two major changes are not as financial in nature. We have a revised promotion 
process, we had a committee structure in the past now we’ll have a department head and the 
department will recommend someone for promotion through the VP and to the President which 
is different but very common to take that approach so they wanted to go in that direction and we 
now have a progressive discipline process which we didn’t have before for this particular union 
and that’s important to all of us because when somebody comes on new and they are struggling 
this is an opportunity to bring them up to where they need to be so they can be successful. We 
didn’t have that in place before, we are really proud of being able to put that on the table that’s 
significant to us that’s not financial. It could be financial if you don’t do it right but we’ll just leave 
that one alone. 
 
PALMER:  Let me just ask you on the terms of the raises itself it looks like the percentages 
there they are starting at a step, each year of the contract they go to a new step? 
 
TYRELL: They go to, so many positions over and down yes, there’s a new step. 
 
PALMER:  Typically what’s a step worth? 
 
TYRELL:  The average step worth?   
 
PALMER:  Obviously when you provide a step, we don’t have a stepping system here but when 
you provide a stepping system there’s a percentage associated with that step. 
 
TYRELL:  A ½ percent plus $1,000 so – 
 
PALMER:  So each step is going to equal ½ percentage plus $1,000. 
 
TYRELL: So whether I’m making $40,000 or $70,000 it’s a half a percentage plus $1,000. 
 
PALMER: So a step is not on top of a half it’s in lieu of the half? 
 
MOODY:  Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions, further questions in regard to the agreement?  Okay thank you. 
 
TYRELL: Thank you for taking the time and for your support.  We appreciate it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So I believe we need two actions here correct?  We need to set a date for the 
public hearing on the budget so we can do that prior to ways and means, I don’t know if that 
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gives you time?  Prior to ways and means does that give you enough time to get the legal notice 
out? 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD ON MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 
2017 AT 9:30 A.M. ON THE PROPOSED 2017-18 OPERATING BUDGET OF THE NORTH 
COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE. 
Moved by Mr. Gillilland, seconded by Mr. Politi 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion? 
 
PALMER: So are you doing it at ways and means? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yes, 9:30. 
 
PALMER: It would be easier at the regular. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay, regular board in August. That gets us in the time frame. 
 
PALMER: You have got to vote on it at a regular meeting anyways. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: All in favor, opposed – carried. 
The second resolution that we would need through committee is to vote in favor of the 
agreement that has been ratified between the Board of Trustees and North Country Community 
College and the College Association of Professionals. Moved by Mr. Wilson, second by Mr. 
Morrow. 
 
RESOLUTION RATIFYING THE PROPOSED CONTRACT BETWEEN NORTH COUNTRY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND THE NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONALS (NCCAP) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS 
NEGOTIATED BY NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE. 
Moved by Mr. Wilson, seconded by Mr. Morrow. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  Being none, all in favor, opposed – carried.  Okay is there 
anything else to come before this committee? 
 
GILLILLAND:  Just one quick announcement on the 31st after Ways and Means we will be 
organizing an Essex County Agricultural Day.  We’ll have a short discussion here at the ways 
and means by the CCE Ag Agent and then as we did two years ago, a tent outside, a lot of 
vendors producers and farmers and I encourage everybody to come out and talk to farmers and 
stuff and show the support for agriculture in Essex County and that will be after the Ways & 
Means on the 31st. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you. Anything further to come before this committee? 
 
PALMER:  I’ve got one quick thing.  Judy and I have been in discussions as you may have 
noticed or not noticed some of the microphones have been cutting out, they stop working. This 
system was put in 1998 originally.  It was updated in 2002; believe it or not the same audio 
company that put it in in that time frame is still in business.  We checked with some other places 
about new systems but I think we are going to look at upgrading these.  I do think it would be 
more cost effective so they are going to come up and look at it.  I just wanted you to be aware of 
it. We are going to look at getting newer, at this point I’m looking for recommendations from 
them as to what makes better. I know that there are newer microphones that only turn on when 
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somebody speaks into them and so you don’t get interference and those kinds of things so we 
are looking at an upgrade to that.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay anything further to come before this committee? If not, we stand 
adjourned. 
 
 As there were no further business to come before this Finance committee it was 
adjourned at 11:45 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  


